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CLASHING
WITH NAZIS

The sight of neo-Nazis
marching openly through the
streets of Charlottesville,
Virginia, chanting “Jews will not
replace us” and flashing Heil
Hitler salutes has terrified
Jews, not only in the United
States, but throughout the
world. It served as a chilling
reminder that no matter how
well-integrated or patriotic
the Jewish community is, to
some, the Jews are always
alien and always to blame.
The lethal vehicular ramming
of opposing protestors was
also a vivid reminder that hate
speech is so often a precursor
to violent crime.
In spite of its complete
revulsion at the displays of
ultra-nationalism and racism,
the Jewish world, both in an
organized and individual
sense, was for the most part,
uncharacteristically slow in
formulating a response.
Largely, this can be attributed
to a reluctance to throw
support behind the opposing
camp or to play into the

narrative that this was a clash
of racists on one hand and
peace-loving anti-racists on
the other. The most visible
members of the opposition
were the anarchist group,
Antifa, which often engages
in violence, the remnants of
the Occupy Movement, which
often dabbled in antisemitic
conspiracy theories, and the
Black Lives Matter movement,
which included a gratuitous
anti-Israel clause in its policy
platform which accused
the Jewish state of apartheid
and genocide.
Some would have rationally
asked, is it right to judge one
group by their lowest element,
and the other group by their
most virtuous? No doubt many
who opposed the removal of
the statue of Confederate
general Robert E Lee merely
viewed themselves as standing
up for history and are rightly or
wrongly disturbed by attempts
to refurbish history to meet
contemporary moral standards.
Even Franklin Delano Roosevelt
had called Lee, “one of our
greatest American Christians
and one of our greatest
American gentlemen.”
And while many in the
opposing camp were acting

peacefully and out of natural
disgust at the spectre of
fascism and racism in their
country, many were also
violent agitators who have
frequently attacked the police
and conservative icons alike.
Perhaps the rise of white
nationalism, many would have
mused, was merely a natural
consequence of the sort of
modern identity politics
practised by the hard-left,
which strips people of their
individuality and seeks to rank
ethnic groups by how
“privileged” and “oppressed”
they are, while excluding
viewpoints they disagree with
as
the
irrelevant
grumblings of “old white
men”.
But then, Jews do
have a tendency to
overthink things. The
dubious character of
some of the people
marching opposite is
really beside the point. It
is inevitable that protests
and counter-protests will
feature amalgams of
different interest groups
and factions, both
moderate and extreme.
But when Nazis take
to the streets with lit

torches
to
re-enact
Nuremberg rallies and Klan
marches, every person of
sense should reflexively
oppose this, and every Jew
should be united in outrage
and full-throated opposition.
President Trump’s attempts
to initially depict both sides as
equally culpable rightly saw
him reduced to a lone and
marginalised voice in his own
party
as
Republicans
throughout
the
land
condemned without hesitation
or
equivocation
the
abomination of the Nazi
banner being brandished by
men claiming patriotic intent.
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YOUR QUESTION

ROSH HASHANAH MESSAGE FROM
ECAJ PRESIDENT ANTON BLOCK

WHO ARE THE PERPETRATORS OF
ANTISEMITISM IN AUSTRALIA?
Much has been said and written about
a rise in far-right antisemitism, and of
Islamic antisemitism. What do we
know about the ethnic/political origins
of perpetrators of antisemitic incidents
in Australia?

As we approach the Yamim Noraim, our time of reflection
and renewal, we take stock of the year that has passed and
express our hopes for the year to come.
This year was marked by a great deal of political upheaval
abroad, the resurgence of far-right movements, and terrorist
attacks of appalling scale and frequency. We saw more
devastating attacks on Israeli civilians, including the slaying of
the Salomon family as they sat to Shabbat dinner in their home.
All too frequently, we joined with the people of Israel and Jews
worldwide in expressing our sorrow and revulsion at these
inhumane crimes.
At home, we have witnessed a sharp increase in antisemitic
incidents and a range of crucial policy battles including the
fight to protect anti-racism law in this country, and to oppose
the demonisation of Israel in government and civil society. The
challenges we face as a community and a society are numerous

but we must also note our blessings and good fortune. We as
Australian Jews are privileged to live in a society of openness,
compassion and tolerance where we are free to assemble,
worship and practise our ancient rites and customs. Our
community is united, strong and resilient and ably served by
the dedication and excellence of our representative bodies.
The Executive Council of Australian Jewry, as the peak
representative body of the Australian Jewish community, will
continue to work relentlessly to meet the challenges before us.
We ask you to stand with us again in the coming year and
support our work representing the interests of the Jewish people
in this country and throughout the world.
On behalf of all of us at the ECAJ, we extend best wishes to
each and every person in our wonderful community for a shana
tova umetuka k’tiva v’chatima tova, a year of health, happiness,
prosperity and peace.

Since late last year, there has been a noticeable increase in
far-right, particularly neo-Nazi activities. These have
predominantly focused on the distribution of neo-Nazi posters
and Holocaust-denying leaflets, particularly around universities
across Australia. One of the most egregious incidents was a
poster calling to “Legalise the execution of Jews”.
As to ethnic origins, the ECAJ Report on Antisemitism in
Australia in 2016 included information on the ethnic composition
of the perpetrators of some types of antisemitic incidents.
Of the 91 incidents of assault and abuse in Sydney and
Melbourne, there were 43 incidents where the ethnicity of
the perpetrator(s) was identified in the reporting of the
incident. Of these 43 incidents, there were 72 perpetrators.
Many incidents had multiple perpetrators. Assault and abuse
in other states were excluded.
The result is that of the 72 perpetrators whose ethnicity
was logged, these were composed of 34 Caucasian, 31
Middle Eastern, 5 Maori/Polynesian and 2 African. In
percentage terms, 47% of the perpetrators were Caucasian,
43% were Middle Eastern, and 10% were “Other”.
However, the breakdown between Sydney and Melbourne

tells a different story. In Sydney, perpetrators were comprised
of 17 Caucasian (39%), and 22 Middle Eastern (51%).
In Melbourne, perpetrators were comprised of 17 Caucasian
(58%), and 9 Middle Eastern (31%). In both Sydney and
Melbourne, “Other” comprised 10%.
It is to be noted that this data only applies to 43 out of the
91 incidents of assault and abuse in Sydney and Melbourne
- that is, 47% of the incidents. Therefore the data only tells a
partial story. It does, however, provide some indication of the
composition of the ethnic sources of antisemitic incidents.

Julie Nathan, Research Officer, ECAJ
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GET INVOLVED

CALL FOR
SUBMISSIONS

The Australian Jewish Quarterly is
accepting submissions on all subjects
relating to Australian politics, the Jewish
world or the Jewish state. Submissions
or brief pitches can be sent to the editor
at aryvchin@ecaj.org.au. Please include
the word “Submission” in the subject line.

DISTRIBUTION

- To be added to our distribution list,
please send a request to the editor
and specify whether you wish to receive
an electronic or hard copy (or both).

Recognising a Palestinian State before a
Peace Agreement with Israel Undermines
the International Rule of Law

WHAT TROUBLES YOU
Each week we will take questions from
our readers, some of which will be answered
in the subsequent edition by a member of
the ECAJ executive or senior staff. Questions
can relate to communal affairs, Israel, racial
discrimination, Jewish continuity, whatever
troubles you. Questions can be submitted via
email to aryvchin@ecaj.org.au with the word
“Troubles” in the subject line.

THE MAIL

Letters should be sent with the writer’s
name and city of residence, via email to
aryvchin@ecaj.org.au. Letters may be
edited for length or clarity.

Peter Wertheim
First published by the Jerusalem Centre for Public Affairs Institute for Contemporary Affairs

ABSTRACT
Among those who advocate
*immediate
recognition of a Palestinian
state, without a peace agreement with
Israel, there is a striking irony in the
contrast between the legalistic
approach they purportedly adopt on
one question, namely settlements, and
their cavalier disregard for wellestablished legal principles on another,
namely the creation of states and their
recognition. One either supports the
international rule of law as a general
principle or not at all. One does not get
to pick and choose.

*
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The four criteria of statehood set out
in Article 1 of the Montevideo
Convention on the Rights and Duties of
States, 1933, are widely accepted as
the minimum required by customary
international law for the creation of a
new state. Two of the criteria – a single,
centralized government and the
capacity to enter into relations with
other states – are manifestly not
satisfied by any Palestinian entity.

The internal divide between the
*secular
nationalist movement among
Palestinians, represented by the PLO
and Palestinian Authority (PA) which
controls parts of the West Bank, and

the theocratic movement, represented
by Hamas which controls the Gaza
Strip, has resulted in internecine
violence on many occasions.
All attempts at internal reconciliation
have failed and appear to be
intractable. They are at loggerheads
on the most basic questions, not only
concerning peace with Israel and other
issues of foreign and domestic policy
but also on the essential nature of a
future Palestinian State. Thus, for
reasons which are entirely internal to
Palestinian society, there is no
reasonable prospect for the
foreseeable future of any government
being formed which would exercise
effective control over both the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip, and would
have the capacity to give effect to any
agreements purportedly entered into
by “Palestine.”
recognition is a political
*actAlthough
and a matter of discretion,
it is “subject to compliance with the
imperatives of general international
law.” Given that the criteria of
government and the capacity to enter
into relations with other States are at
present not satisfied by any Palestinian
entity, recognition of any such entity
as a State would be to affirm a fiction,
contrary to the imperatives of general

international law. Recognition by even
a large number of other States cannot
overcome clear and compelling
objective evidence indicating that the
mandatory legal criteria of statehood
have not been met. An exception
would be admission of the entity
as a member State of the UN.
If, notwithstanding its admission to
the UN as a member State, the entity
does not, in fact, meet the customary
law criteria of statehood, at law it is
still a State, albeit a failed State.
the additional requirements
*forApplying
recognition contained in the
European Community Declaration and
Guidelines (1991), the Palestinians
have failed, and are likely to continue
for the foreseeable future to be
unwilling to make commitments to
respect the inviolability of the frontiers
with Israel, to repudiate all territorial
claims by Palestine against Israel and
to settle all disputes with Israel by
peaceful means.
of a Palestinian State at
*theRecognition
present time would not only be
contrary to the well-established
requirements for statehood stipulated
by customary international law and the
additional requirements mandated by
the European Community Declaration
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and Guidelines in 1991. It would
also contravene the internationally
recognized and witnessed Oslo
Accords between the Palestinians
and Israel and lay the foundations
for opening a new phase of the
Palestinians’ conflict with Israel, rather
than for resolving the conflict.
Recognition would, therefore,
undermine the primary purposes of
the UN Charter and the current
international rules-based order, which
is to maintain international peace and
security.

INTRODUCTION

According to the Palestinian Authority,
136 (70.5 percent) of the 193 member
states of the United Nations and two nonmember states have officially recognized

a State of Palestine.1 This study
considers the rules of international law
which govern the creation of new
states and their recognition by
established States, and the application
of those rules to the question of
whether, at law, a State of Palestine
has been created and is capable of
being recognized.
Advocates
of
immediate
recognition of a State of Palestine,
other than as an outcome of a
comprehensive peace agreement
with Israel, frequently refer to Israel’s
civilian settlements in the West Bank
as “illegal” – an alleged violation of
Article 49(6) of the Fourth Geneva
Convention and other international
instruments – and cite the failure to
reach a peace agreement and the

THE ECA J
acknowledges and thanks
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growth in the number of settlers and
continuing settlement construction as
reasons to recognize a State of Palestine.
The conflation of the question of
recognition of a Palestinian state with the
question of the legal status of the
settlements is clearly misconceived. The
two issues raise entirely separate legal
and policy considerations. There is also a
striking irony in the contrast between the
legalistic approach purportedly adopted
by these advocates on one question,
namely settlements, and their cavalier
disregard for well-established legal
principles on another, namely the creation
of states and their recognition. One either
supports the international rule of law as
a general principle or not at all. One does
not get to pick and choose.

RECOGNITION OF STATES
IN CUSTOMARY
INTERNATIONAL LAW

In international law, there are
two general theories about the
recognition of States.
The constitutive theory maintains that
it is the act of recognition by other
States that creates a new State and
endows it with legal personality.
The declaratory theory adopts the

The ECAJ acknowledges and
thanks the STANDARD

UNIVERSAL

GROUP for its

generous support of our work

opposite approach. It maintains that
recognition
is
merely
an
acknowledgment by States of an
already-existing situation. A new State
acquires a legal personality and legal
capacity only if and when it actually
begins to operate as a State “on the
ground.” The issue of recognition in any
particular case is therefore not primarily
a question of whether a State should
exist, but rather of whether such a State
does in fact exist.
The constitutive theory has many
difficulties. A new State cannot simply be
wished into existence. If a putative State
has no government that is capable of
asserting its authority over its territory and
of delivering on any agreements it enters
into, no amount of recognition by other
States can cure those defects. These are
problems which ultimately must be
overcome by the putative State itself and
by the people it purports to represent.
States and international organizations
have generally affirmed and acted in
accordance with the declaratory theory
rather than the constitutive theory. For
this reason, customary international law
(the body of rules reflecting the actual
practices of established states and their
legal opinions about those practices)
predominantly reflects the declaratory
theory. Accordingly, under the rules of
customary international law, which are
binding on all States, a political entity
does not become a new State unless
and until it meets certain objective
criteria “on the ground.”
While legal writers have suggested
many definitions of a state,4 Article 1 of
the Montevideo Convention the Rights
and Duties of States, 1933,5 is the bestknown formulation of the basic criteria
for statehood (the Montevideo criteria).
The putative State must have (i) a
permanent population (ii) a defined
territory (iii) government (that is, a
single centralized administration that

can effectively assert its authority over,
and maintain order among, the people
within its claimed territory, without the
assistance of another State6); and (iv)
capacity to enter into relations with other
States (including the capacity to fulfill
any international agreements it may
enter into).
The inclusion of the fourth requirement
has been questioned by some writers,7
and further criteria have been proposed
by others. Yet, leading up to the Montevideo
Convention there was a consensus that
the first three criteria at least must be
fulfilled for there to be any legal basis for
claiming that an entity is a state.
It follows that recognition does not
confer statehood on a political entity.
Recognition is a political, not a legal act.
It must follow the fact of statehood
and is purely declaratory. Recognition
cannot create a State where none exists
on the ground.
Instead, recognition by other States
may serve as an expression of their view
that the entity meets the requisite criteria
of statehood. Although recognition is a
political act and a matter of discretion, it
is “subject to compliance with the
imperatives of general international law.”
Thus, recognition by even a large number
of other States cannot overcome clear
and compelling objective evidence
indicating that the requisite criteria of
statehood have not been met.
An exception will be if the putative
state is admitted as a member State of
the United Nations. Admission as a
member State of the UN requires a
decision of the General Assembly on the
recommendation of the Security Council.
According to the UN Charter, the UN as
an organization is based on the principle
of the sovereign equality of all its
Members. There is, therefore, little doubt
that once admitted as a member State
of the UN, a political entity has the legal
personality of a State in international law.

If, notwithstanding its admission to the
UN as a member State, the entity does
not, in fact, meet the customary law
criteria of statehood, at law it is still a
State, albeit a failed State.
Applying the four Montevideo criteria
to the Palestinians, the first two criteria
appear to be satisfied. The Palestinians
are a permanent population located in a
defined territory, namely the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip. These two territories
would be regarded as having “sufficient
consistency” to be considered “defined,”
even though their precise boundaries
have not yet been accurately delimited.
The two remaining Montevideo
criteria of statehood – government and
the capacity to enter into relations with
other States – are at present not satisfied
by any Palestinian entity.
Given what has thus far been an
irreconcilable philosophical and political
division between the Palestinian
Authority and Hamas, which each
control different parts of the territory
claimed by the Palestinians, there is
currently no Palestinian entity which
satisfies the third criterion: that of a
government capable of asserting its
authority over its territory and people.
The Palestine Liberation Organization
(PLO) and the Palestinian Authority (PA)
which it controls are publicly committed
to a State based on the sovereignty of
the Palestinian people. In their
conception of a Palestinian state, the
people would have the final say on all
decisions. Hamas, on the other hand,
believes in the sovereignty of God
(alternatively expressed as “the
sovereignty of Islam”), and the primacy
of religious authority over the secular.
Hamas thus envisages a theocratic
State in which the people may get to
vote, but don’t have the final say. The
final say would lie with some form of
religious authority.
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The internal divide between the secular
nationalist and theocratic movements
within Palestinian society is perhaps the
most powerful obstacle to the achievement
of Palestinian statehood at present. The
division is not only ideological but also
geographic. The PLO and the PA exercise
limited control over the West Bank. Hamas
has effective control in Gaza. The bitter
differences between these two
movements have degenerated into
internecine violence on many occasions.
Representatives of the PLO/PA and
Hamas have met many times over the
years, both directly and through mediators,
to try to resolve the fundamental
differences between them, and to
formulate a single vision of the kind of
State a State of Palestine would be. All of
these attempts have failed. The differences
between them appear to be intractable.
This means that for reasons which are
entirely internal to Palestinian society,
there is no reasonable prospect for the
foreseeable future of any government
being formed which would exercise
effective control over both the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip. Hamas does not
consider itself or the people and territory
of Gaza to be bound by any agreement
that the PLO/PA may enter into. Similarly,
the PLO/PA do not consider themselves
or the people and territory of the West
Bank to be bound by any agreement that
Hamas may enter into. This precludes any
possibility of the fourth of the Montevideo
criteria being fulfilled, namely the capacity
to enter into international relations,
including the capacity to fulfill treaty
obligations affecting both the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip.
Professor Guy Goodwin-Gill, an
eminent international lawyer who
represented the Palestinians before the
International Court of Justice in the
2004 “Wall” case, had expressed the
following opinion, as apposite now as
when it was first published in 2011:

10
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Until such a time as a final settlement
is agreed, the putative State of Palestine
will have no territory over which it
exercises effective sovereignty, its
borders will be indeterminate or disputed,
its population, actual and potential,
undetermined and many of them
continuing to live under occupation or in
States of refuge. While it may be an
observer State in the United Nations, it
will fall short of meeting the
internationally agreed criteria of
statehood, with serious implications for
Palestinians at large, particularly as
concerns the popular representation of
those not currently present in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory.
Quite apart from the political reality
that there is no entity which presently
meets the description of a government
that can assert control and maintain
order over both the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip, and enter into relations and
live up to any agreements with other
States, the Palestinians’ internationally
recognized representative organization
– the PLO – has itself accepted limitations
on the jurisdiction and powers of the PA.
(For further details, see section below
on bilateral agreements between Israel
and the Palestinians which are currently
in force). These limitations, by definition,
are incompatible with any claim of
sovereign statehood.
Given that no Palestinian entity
presently exists which meets the
essential criteria of statehood or UN
membership, recognition of any such
entity as a state would be to affirm a
fiction which, in the words of the
Yugoslav Arbitration Commission cited
above, would be contrary to “the
imperatives of general international law.”
Further, the Montevideo criteria are
only the most basic and minimal
requirements that a political entity
needs to satisfy in order legitimately to
be recognized as a State. On 16

December 1991, the European
Community adopted a Declaration on
the “Guidelines on the Recognition of
New States in Eastern Europe and in the
Soviet Union,” which stipulated the
following additional requirements for
recognition:
respect for the provisions of the
*Charter
of the United Nations and the
commitments subscribed to in the Final
Act of Helsinki and in the Charter of
Paris, especially with regard to the rule
of law, democracy and human rights,
guarantees for the rights of ethnic and
*national
groups and minorities in
accordance with the commitments
subscribed to in the framework of the
CSCE,
respect for the inviolability of all
*frontiers
which can only be changed by
peaceful means and by common
agreement,
of all relevant commitments
*withacceptance
regard to disarmament and nuclear
non-proliferation as well as to security and
regional stability,
commitment to settle by agreement,
*including
where appropriate by recourse
to arbitration, all questions concerning
State succession and regional disputes.
The European Community additionally
required the new Yugoslav Republic, “to
commit itself, prior to recognition, to adopt
constitutional and political guarantees
ensuring that it has no territorial claims
towards a neighboring… State and that it
will conduct no hostile propaganda
activities versus a neighboring … State.”
If identical requirements were to be
imposed on a putative State of Palestine
as a precondition of recognition, it is
virtually certain that such requirements

would not be met. Commitments to
respect the inviolability of the frontiers
with Israel, to repudiate all territorial
claims by Palestine against Israel, and
to settle all disputes with Israel by
peaceful means would at present be
politically unacceptable to the PLO/PA
and Hamas and, it has to be said, to
most Palestinians.
We know this because of the results of
Palestinian survey research. Polls of
Palestinians are carried out frequently
and by a variety of reputable institutes,
and they are generally of a very high
quality. A recent examination of the
results of 400 surveys carried out by five
Palestinian research centers, each of
which has conducted regular polls in the
West Bank and Gaza for many years and
has made the results available online in
English and Arabic, concluded that:

1 When asked to choose among three

options – an Israeli State and a
Palestinian state living side by side in
peace, a unitary state with equal rights
for Palestinians and Israelis, and a
Palestinian state from the Jordan River
to the Mediterranean Sea (i.e. ending
Israel’s existence) – most Palestinians
chose the last option; and

2 When asked what ought to be done if

Palestinian leaders strike a two-state
deal with Israel, most declared that the
struggle should go on until all of historical
Palestine is “liberated.” Only a minority of
Palestinians have declared themselves in
favor of a two-state solution as a
permanent outcome. This minority has
remained at about 30 percent of
Palestinians for about the last 20 years.
Recognition of a State of Palestine in
these circumstances would therefore
not only be contrary to the minimum
requirements for statehood stipulated
by customary international law and the

additional requirements mandated by
the European Community Declaration
and Guidelines in 1991, but would also
lay the foundations for opening a new
phase of the Palestinians’ conflict with
Israel, rather than for resolving the
conflict. Recognition would, therefore,
undermine the primary purpose of the
UN Charter and the current international
rules-based order, which is to maintain
international peace and security.

THE EFFECT OF EXISTING
ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN
BILATERAL AGREEMENTS
AND INTERNATIONAL
FRAMEWORKS

Recognition of a State of Palestine, other
than in the context of a comprehensive
peace agreement between Israel and
the Palestinians, would be contrary to
both the letter and the spirit of certain
bilateral agreements that have been
entered into by the State of Israel and
the PLO.
The first such agreement was set out
in an exchange of letters between
Israel’s Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and
PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat on 9
September 1993. The exchange of
letters provided the foundation for the
Declaration of Principles on Interim SelfGovernment Arrangements (known as
“the Oslo Accord” or “Oslo I”) which was
signed by the parties in Washington four
days later (13 September 1993).
In the letter from Yasser Arafat to
Yitzhak Rabin, reproduced below, the
PLO committed itself to resolving “all
outstanding issues relating to permanent
status will be resolved through
negotiations.”

LETTER FROM YASSER ARAFAT
TO PRIME MINISTER RABIN:

September 9, 1993

Yitzhak Rabin, Prime Minister of Israel
Mr. Prime Minister,
The signing of the Declaration of Principles
marks a new era in the history of the Middle
East. In firm conviction thereof, I would like
to confirm the following PLO commitments:
The PLO recognizes the right of the State of
Israel to exist in peace and security.
The PLO accepts United Nations Security
Council Resolutions 242 and 338.
The PLO commits itself to the Middle East
peace process, and to a peaceful
resolution of the conflict between the two
sides and declares that all outstanding
issues relating to permanent status will be
resolved through negotiations. (Emphasis
added.)
There is no doubt that the issue of
Palestinian statehood is “an issue
relating to permanent status.” Attempts
by the PLO or the PA to try to resolve
the issue of Palestinian statehood other
than “through negotiations,” whether
through UN resolutions or through
political declarations of recognition by
individual states and parliaments, are
therefore incompatible with, and
constitute a clear breach of the foregoing
Palestinian commitment.
The
Israeli-Palestinian
Interim
Agreement on the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip (also known as ‘Oslo II’) was
entered into by Israel and the PLO in
1995. Oslo II explicitly provides that the
Palestinian Authority will not have
jurisdiction or control over the external
borders of the territory in which it
operates (Article XII), its airspace
(Article XIII, para 4 of Annex 1), foreign
relations (Article IX, para 5), Israeli
nationals and settlements located within
the territory of the West Bank and Gaza
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(Article XII) and elements of internal
security and public order (depending on
the particular area involved, Area A, B,
or C). The fact that the Palestinian
Authority, by agreement, does not
exercise jurisdiction or control over any
of these matters– which are fundamental
indicia of sovereignty – contradicts its
claims that “Palestine” is a State.
If in the agreements they have
entered into, those representing the PLO
and PA have acknowledged that the
issue of statehood is on the agenda of
the permanent status negotiations, then
clearly, pending the outcome of such
negotiations any Palestinian entity
cannot be seen to be a state. An entity
that does not recognize itself as a state
cannot, logically or legally, be recognized
as such by others.26
Oslo II also contains certain provisions
relating to final status issues. Article
XXXI, paragraph 7, provides:
Neither side shall initiate or take
any step that will change the status of
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip
pending the outcome of the permanent
status negotiations.
For the Palestinians to declare that
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip are
parts of the sovereign territory of a State
of Palestine is an attempt to “change the
status” of those territories. Accordingly,
any such declaration also constitutes a
breach by the PLO and PA of that
binding commitment.
It follows that any declaration of a
Palestinian state, other than as an
outcome of a directly-negotiated
agreement with Israel, would be in clear
violation of Oslo II, and that any
recognition of such a State by
parliaments and governments in the
international community would be
complicit with such a breach. It is a
generally accepted principle of
international law that a state may not
arise out of an illegal act, as an illegal
act cannot produce legal rights – ex
injuria non oritur jus.
The Performance Based Roadmap to
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a Permanent Two-State Solution to the
Israeli-Palestinian Conflict (2003) (the
“Roadmap”) was adopted by the
International Quartet (UN, United States,
Russia and the EU) and endorsed by the
UN Security Council in Resolution 1515
(2003). On 1 July 2003, in Jerusalem,
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and
PA Prime Minister Mahmoud Abbas held
a ceremonial opening to peace talks,
televised live in both Arabic and Hebrew.
Both government leaders said the
violence of the conflict had gone on too
long and that they were committed to
the Roadmap for peace.
The Roadmap requires both sides not
to act unilaterally but rather to negotiate
with one another to resolve the conflict.
It provides for the establishment of a
Palestinian state as an outcome of the
final stage of such negotiations:
A two-state solution to the IsraeliPalestinian conflict will only be achieved
through an end to violence and
terrorism, when the Palestinian people
have a leadership acting decisively
against terror and willing and able to
build a practicing democracy based on
tolerance and liberty, and through
Israel’s readiness to do what is
necessary for a democratic Palestinian
state to be established, and a clear,
unambiguous acceptance by both
parties of the goal of a negotiated
settlement as described below.
A settlement, negotiated between the
parties, will result in the emergence of
an independent, democratic, and viable
Palestinian State living side by side in
peace and security with Israel and its
other neighbors. [Emphasis added.]
The Quartet on the Middle East has
repeatedly reaffirmed this principle,
most strikingly in the Statement it issued
in Munich on 5 February 2011:
The Quartet reaffirmed that negotiations
should lead to an outcome that ends the
occupation that began in 1967 and
resolves all permanent status issues….
[The Quartet] reaffirms that unilateral
actions by either party cannot prejudge

the outcome of negotiations and will not
be recognized by the international
community. [Emphasis added.]
It follows that any declaration of the
establishment of a Palestinian State
other than as an outcome of negotiations
with Israel constitutes a breach by the
PLO and PA of the commitments to
which they agreed to be bound under
the Roadmap “and will not be recognized
by the international community.”

UNRESOLVED ISSUES

Recognition of a State of Palestine other
than in the context of a comprehensive
peace agreement with Israel would do
nothing to resolve the core issues of the
Israel-Palestinian conflict, in particular
Jerusalem,
refugees,
borders,
settlements, security, and water. The
complex arrangements required to
address the core issues will require cooperation between the parties pursuant
to
detailed
agreements,
not
grandiloquent, symbolic statements of
recognition by outside parties.
For example, any attempt by third
parties to impose a border between Israel
and the Palestinians would be a nullity at
law. It is a well-accepted principle of
international law that only the relevant
States can mutually resolve outstanding
border disputes. Outside actors that are
not party to the dispute cannot force a
resolution of the issue of borders.
At present, bilateral arrangements
exist in over 40 spheres of civilian
activity, which serve as the basis for
economic, legal and security cooperation
between Israel and the PA, including tax
transfers and water allocation. The
establishment of a State of Palestine
other than in the context of a
comprehensive peace agreement with
Israel would violate fundamental
provisions of these agreements (see
section III above) and thereby throw into
doubt their continuing validity and
operation. For other states to abet this
would be to undermine the integrity of
international law.

If the territory of the recognized State
were to consist of both the West Bank and
Gaza Strip, questions would also arise as
to the relative status to be accorded to the
PA, which has partial control of the West
Bank, and Hamas, which has effective
control over the Gaza Strip. Hamas,
despite its recent publication of a
supplement to its notorious Charter, has
never amended the Charter and has
declared that the Charter remains in full
force and effect. Hamas has been
outlawed as a terrorist organization in
various countries throughout the world,
including the United States and the EU.
Hamas rejects outright Israel’s right to
exist, repudiates existing agreements,
embraces terrorist violence, and continues
unabashedly to call for the destruction of
the State of Israel.
The Palestinians’ attempts to procure
recognition of a Palestinian State from

other States is manifestly an attempt to
achieve Palestinian statehood without
resolving the conflict with Israel. This will
only serve to validate hardliners on both
sides in the eyes of their own people, and
thus cement Israelis and Palestinians into
mutually irreconcilable positions. It will
likely result in more, not less, bloodshed.

HISTORICAL ANALOGIES

state and an Arab state. It did not
purport to extend recognition to either
State because neither State then
existed. The resolution never entered
into force in light of its rejection by the
Arab states, and their decision to
prevent its implementation by declaring
and initiating war, initially against the
Jewish community in the country, and
then against the new Israeli state.

The proposal that a State of Palestine
should be recognized other than in the
context of a comprehensive peace
agreement between Israel and the
Palestinians has been compared,
inaccurately, to the UN General
Assembly’s endorsement of the
establishment of a Jewish State in
Resolution 181 on 29 November 1947.
That resolution recommended the
partition of the former Mandate
territory of Palestine into a Jewish
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The long roots of Palestinian
religious incitement
Alex Ryvchin

I

n August 1929, a Palestinian-Arab
mob carried out what an official
British report called a “savage attack”
on the Jewish Quarter in Hebron, “of which
no condemnation can be too severe”.
More than sixty Jews were killed, including
many women and children, property was
destroyed and looted, and the remaining
Jews of the city fled in fear for their lives.
The attack could accurately be described
as a pogrom, a racially motivated frenzy of
violence directed at a civilian community
in an act sanctioned or encouraged
through official channels. Such attacks
were a part of Jewish life in Tsarist Russia,
from where the term originates, but they
were not merely a spasm of European
antisemitism. They were also inflicted on
Jewish communities by their neighbors in
places like Fez, Morocco and in Shiraz, Iran.
The Hebron pogrom was significant not
just for its brutality and effect of cleansing
the city of its ancient Jewish community,
but because, like the current round of
unrest between Israel and the Palestinians,
the violence began in Jerusalem amid
false claims of Jewish attacks on Islamic
holy sites, and quickly spread to other
parts of the region.
Then, the violence was triggered by the
apparent Jewish provocation of placing
folding chairs at the Western Wall plaza so
that elderly worshippers could rest their
weary legs under the strain of the searing
Jerusalem sun. Last month, it was Israeli
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officials erecting metal detectors (since
dismantled and to be replaced by a smart
camera system) at the entrance to the
Temple Mount/Haram al-Sharif complex
in the aftermath of an attack at the site on
14 July by three Arab-Israeli assailants
during which two Israeli police officers
were shot and killed. Security footage
shows the assailants entering the complex
with an accomplice seen carrying the
weapons used in the attack. Subsequent
searches of the crime scene uncovered a
stockpile of weapons including knives,
spikes and stun grenades, concealed in
various parts of the holy site.
Both in 1929 and during the recent
unrest, a clear connection exists between
the violence and statements by Palestinian
leaders, which manipulated the passions
of their people with false claims of an
imminent threat to the site at the hands of
Jewish interlopers. In 1929, the Grand
Mufti of Jerusalem, al-Husseini distributed
leaflets claiming a Jewish plot to take over
the al-Aqsa Mosque. Doctored images of
the complex burning at the hands of the
Jews were also circulated.
The recent crisis was exacerbated by
the Palestinian leadership’s call for a “Day
of Rage” ahead of traditional Friday
prayers. The current Grand Mufti of
Jerusalem called on mosques to remain
closed to encourage worshippers to take
to the streets instead of praying indoors,
causing an inevitable confrontation with

Israeli police. The crowd could be heard
chanting, “I will sacrifice myself for al-Aqsa.”
In September 2015, Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas had warned of Jews
“desecrating” the complex “with their dirty
feet” and praised “each drop of blood spilt
in Jerusalem”.
On the evening after the “Day of Rage”,
a lone Palestinian assailant entered the
West Bank home of the Salomon family
as they sat down to the Jewish Sabbath
meal and stabbed to death three
members of the family. The assailant told
police in initial questioning that he had
purchased knives two days prior (the
same day as the “Day of Rage” was
announced) because of events
surrounding the Temple Mount.
As in 1929, the violence quickly
metastasized. In the Israeli city of Petah
Tikva a Palestinian attempted to carry out
a stabbing in a pizzeria. He also told police
he “did it for al-Aqsa (the Arabic name for
Jerusalem)”. In Jordan, an attack at the
Israeli embassy resulted in the injury of one
security guard and the death of a
Jordanian civilian. In Istanbul, a Synagogue
was targeted as a crowd violently
protested events in Jerusalem.
Yet Israeli leaders have been unequivocal
in their repetition that the “status quo” at
the site, an arrangement in place since
Israel captured east Jerusalem in the
1967 War whereby effective control of the
complex is exercised by a Jordanian

Islamic authority known as the Waqf,
remains unaltered. Accusations of Israeli
desecrations, which amount to the
installation of security equipment identical
to that used at holy sites throughout the
world, strain credulity. The accusation is
particularly galling given that the holy
site was used to stockpile weapons and
as a staging-ground for a lethal attack on
police officers.
Precisely as in 1929, the site faces no
threat from Jewish worshippers or
authorities, which begs the question why
Palestinian leaders have again
manufactured an escalation of tensions.
One answer is political expediency. Regional
leaders have always understood the utility
of whipping the “Arab street” into frenzies
to distract from their own incompetence
and corruption. As in Fez, Shiraz, and
Hebron, once more that cost has been paid
in the blood of innocent civilians.
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Zionism explained to
a Muslim friend
Julie Nathan
First published on Times of Israel

M

uslim friend recently asked
“how can we discuss Zionism
away from Judaism?” I
offered to meet with her and explain it.
As the offer has not thus far been taken
up, my response to the question has
now been put into writing.
There is a great deal of innocent
misunderstanding about what Judaism
and Zionism are, and the connection
between them. There is also much
deliberate
obfuscation
and
misrepresentation in the service of a
range of political agendas.
The standard mantra of anti-Israel
activists is that Judaism and Zionism
are entirely separate from one another.
This is a convenient, but entirely false
and artificial, rhetorical device for
overcoming the widespread perception
that many anti-Zionists are antisemites
in disguise. By attempting to separate
Zionism from Judaism, anti-Zionists try
to delude others (if not themselves) into
thinking that one can plausibly claim not
to hate the Jewish people or the Jewish
religion, but “only” to hate the only
Jewish-majority State in the world.
To understand Judaism and Zionism,
the terms need to be explained.
Zionism is the national selfdetermination movement of the Jewish
people with the aim of re-establishing a
state in the Jewish national homeland,
known by Jews as Eretz Yisrael (Land of
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Israel). It is not predicated on any
particular set of borders or on the
displacement of non-Jewish communities.
With the Jewish state re-established
in 1948, Zionism supports the
continuing existence of the State of
Israel. The word ‘Zion’, from Mount Zion
in the heart of Jerusalem, derives from
the Hebrew Bible and is a symbolic
reference to Jerusalem as a whole, the
capital of previous Jewish states in the
land. Although Zionism is seen as a
modern idea, it is actually ancient; the
modern Zionist movement is simply the
modern practical manifestation of the
Jewish people’s millennia-old organised
political presence in the land.
Judaism is most often defined or
understood simply as the religion of the
Jewish people. However, Judaism is
much more than a religion. It is a
civilisation that encompasses the full
spectrum of the life of the Jewish people,
its identity as a nation and a people, its
legal system, religion, culture, customs,
language, literature, history, values,
ideals and vision for a future of justice
and peace for the whole of humanity.
This dual identity as both a national
and faith community can be traced to
the very beginnings of the Jewish
people. In the Bible, the Jews are
consistently referred to as a nation
(‘goy’) and as a people (‘am’). The
contemporary mind, which draws sharp

distinctions between religion, culture
and nationality, can find it difficult to
grasp the nature of Jewish identity. Yet
for most of human history, these facets
of human self-definition were
understood as being blended into an
integrated whole. It is only in the last
300 years or so, and only in western
thinking, that they have become
conceptually compartmentalised. Most
Jewish people continue to see
themselves as a part of both a national
and a faith community, as they always
have. (The Sikhs, for example, are also
defined in this way). Jews who are
atheists but identify as Jews culturally
are considered, by themselves and by
most in the Jewish community, to be
Jewish even though they do not adhere
to any religious beliefs or practices.
Part of the modern Western
understanding of Jews as only a
religious community and not also a
national community originates with the
declaration by Count Stanislas de
Clermont-Tonnerre to the National
Assembly in France in 1789 in the
debate on whether Jews should be
given civil rights in France after the
French revolution, when he stated “To
the Jews as individuals, all rights. To the
Jews as a nation, no rights.”

And so began the non-Jewish idea of
Jews as only a religious community.
Contemporary anti-Zionists utilise this
idea to deny that the Jews are also a
nation. With the kind of ignorance and
arrogance that typifies many kinds of
racism, they are effectively claiming to
have a better understanding of what it
means to be Jewish than the Jewish
people themselves. This is a transparent
attempt by one group of people to
define another so as to suit their own
interests and convenience, and it
should be condemned.
The artificial attempt to narrow what
it means to be Jewish and to confine it
exclusively to the sphere of religion is
part of the polemical arsenal deployed
by opponents of Israel’s very existence
as the State of the Jewish people. It is
used to try to justify their discriminatory
– and therefore racist – denial of the
right of the Jewish people to national
self-determination.
Jews are indigenous to the land of
Israel. The Hebrew language, laws,
traditions, culture, and mores of the
Jewish people are Middle Eastern, not
European. Israel is where Jewish
traditions originated and developed.
Jews have continuously inhabited the
land of Israel for more than 3,500 years,
especially in the four cities of Jerusalem,
Hebron, Safed, and Tiberias. The only
part of the world where Jews have had
a State is in the land of Israel. Despite
the majority of Jews living outside their
land for nearly 2000 years, often in
neighbouring lands, the Jewish people
never gave up the hope and dream of
returning home, and many did indeed
return over the millennia.
Extraneous to the Bible, there is an
abundance of documents and other
archaeological artefacts evidencing
that a distinct people and polity called
“Israel” lived in the Holy Land as far back
as the dawn of the Iron Age, more than

3,200 years ago. In contrast, there is a
complete absence of Arabic writing or
inscriptions to be found anywhere in
the Holy Land dating before the Muslim
conquests of the 7th century CE, and
an absence of any reference to
Palestine as a descriptor for a people
before the late nineteenth century.
The Arab invasion and occupation of
the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) in the seventh century did not
negate the connection of the indigenous
peoples of MENA ie Amazighen
(Berbers), Assyrians, Copts, Druze,
Jews, Kurds, Yazidis, and others, to their
ancestral lands. It is akin to the
European invasion and occupation of
the Americas, Australia, New Zealand,
and elsewhere which did not negate the
indigenous connection to their lands.
The deep and continuing connection
of Jews to the Land of Israel is seen in
both national and religious aspects. In
Jewish religious and cultural tradition,
in the Biblical and rabbinic texts, the
Land of Israel is paramount to the
Jewish people. Even though many

Jewish laws are incumbent upon Jews
where ever they live, eg observing the
Sabbath, keeping kosher, performing
circumcision, some laws can only be
observed in the Land of Israel eg
shmitah (leaving the land fallow every
seventh year). In addition, all the holy
sites of the Jewish people eg Jerusalem,
Hebron, Safed, and elsewhere, are in
the Land of Israel. Wherever Jews live,
Jews face Jerusalem to pray. Wherever
Jews live, they pray for rain in Israel
during the rainy season. Wherever Jews
live, they purchase and eat the
agricultural produce of Israel, eg the
seven species (two grains and five
fruits) native to Israel, during festivals.
One song sums up this deep and
intense connection – “Next Year in
Jerusalem” which is sung at every
festival of Pesach (Passover)
expressing the desire that one day,
diaspora Jews will return home.
As Jews are both a nation and a
religious community, with continuous
habitation of their national homeland,
who even in exile maintained a deep
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spiritual connection to the land, it was
only natural that Zionism, the Jewish
national self-determination movement,
would develop contemporaneously with
the nationalisms of other peoples. The
question then arose: How would this
self-determination be manifested?
Would the Jews continue to live in their
homeland under Islamic/Arab rule as
they did under the Ottomans? Or as an
autonomous entity within a larger
state? Or would the Jews seek
sovereign statehood? Freedom, dignity
and the lessons of history ensured that
the Jews would settle for nothing less
than the latter option. It was and
remains a matter of honour, selfrespect and justice.
Given the discrimination against, and
persecution of, Jews over the 1400
year history of Islam, it is not surprising
that Jews were averse to continuing to
live under Muslim rule. Under Islam,
Jews (and Christians) were never
treated as the equals of Muslims.
Although Jews in Muslim lands
generally fared better than Jews in
Europe, they nevertheless frequently
suffered forced conversions, removal of
children (even into the 20th century),
and periodic massacres. There were
indeed periods of relative tolerance
towards Jews, and sometimes an
easing of restrictive and discriminatory
laws, but these periods were
intermittent and could not be relied on
to last for very long. There could be no
authentic Jewish self-determination
under Muslim rule. Several examples
suffice to show this.
The holiest site in Judaism is the
Temple Mount; on it, Muslims built the
Dome of the Rock, and to this day, Jews
are forbidden to pray there. Mahmoud
Abbas, the Palestinian Authority
president, who is widely considered a
“moderate”, declared in September
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2015 in reference to Jewish holy sites
in Jerusalem, including the Temple
Mount, that Jews “have no right to
defile them with their filthy feet.”
The second holiest site in Judaism is
the Cave of Machpela in Hebron, where
most of the Jewish people’s patriarchs
and matriarchs are buried. On the site
of the Cave, King Herod of Judea
constructed a monumental building.
From the beginnings of the Mamluk
empire in the thirteenth century and
onwards, Islamic rulers prohibited Jews
from entering the building. In addition,
under Islamic rule, Jews were permitted
only as far as the seventh step outside
the building. This prohibition lasted for
nearly 700 years, until 1967, when
Israel gained control of Hebron, tore
down the humiliating steps, and allowed
Jews to enter and pray at their second
holiest site.
For many centuries, the Jewish
community was subjected to threats
and extortion by Muslims. If the Jews
did not pay an annual amount of
“protection” money for the Tomb of
Rachel, near Bethlehem, Muslim leaders
threatened to destroy the Jewish site.
Even today, another Jewish site, the
Tomb of Joseph, near Nablus, is
subjected to regular arson attacks by
local Muslims.
It is only with the re-establishment of
a sovereign Jewish State that Jews in
the land are once again able to
determine their collective future, to live
freely as Jews in their own national
home, under their own government, to
speak the mother tongue of Hebrew as
the vernacular, to use the ancient
Jewish calendar as an officially
recognised calendar, to celebrate
Jewish national and religious festivals
as official holidays, and, above all, to
defend themselves against physical
attack. Only through self-determination,

have Jews been free of the oppression,
humiliation and persecution they were
subjected to in the Christian and
Muslim worlds over the centuries.
Zionism is at core about Jewish
national self-determination in the
Jewish historic homeland. Zionism itself
cannot be discussed as something that
is separate from and different to
Judaism, the civilisation of the Jewish
people. Zionism is an intrinsic
component of Judaism.
Criticism of the policies, rhetoric and
actions of the Israeli government, or of
any government, is part and parcel of
the right of free speech, as is the right
to respond to those criticisms. However,
those who criticise Israel incessantly
and disproportionately, often with
exaggerations and distortions of facts,
open themselves to the legitimate
criticism that they are biased and
prejudiced. Those who go further and
seek to obliterate Israel and Zionism,
one way or another, open themselves
to the additional charge that they have
descended into racism by seeking to
deny the Jewish people a right that
they would never dare to deny to
another people – the right to determine
their collective future as a national
community in their own homeland.

An internationally accepted
definition of antisemitism
Gregory Rose and Suzanne Rutland

T

here is a direct line from
Holocaust remembrance to
confronting
contemporary
antisemitism. It is drawn by an
intergovernmental organisation, the
International Holocaust Remembrance
Association. The line draws an
internationally recognised definition of
antisemitism.

WHAT IS THE IHRA?

The International Holocaust Remembrance
Association (IHRA) has three principal areas
of focus:Antisemitism and Holocaust Denial;
Genocide and the Roma; and Holocaust,
Genocide and Crimes against Humanity. Its
work is divided into education, academic
research, memorials and museums, and
communications functions, each governed
under a dedicated Working Group.
The IHRA was formed in 1998 and
currently comprises 31 national
governments. The members are
Argentina, Canada, Israel and the USA,
plus 27 European countries, 24 of which
are EU countries. Sadly, Australia is not
yet a member, but more of that later. (The
European members are Austria, Belgium,
Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Romania, Serbia,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.)

IHRA members are committed to the
Stockholm Declaration on Holocaust
Education, Remembrance and Research.
This Declaration, of 28 January 2000,
states that
The Holocaust (Shoah) fundamentally
*challenged
the foundations of civilisation.
The unprecedented character of the
Holocaust will always hold universal
meaning.
pledge to strengthen our efforts
*to Wepromote
education, remembrance
and research about the Holocaust, both
in those of our countries that have
already done much and those that
choose to join this effort .
The IHRA biannual meetings involve
national diplomatic representatives, who
have voting rights, supported by advice
from independent national experts who
are invited to participate by their
governmental delegations. Each year a
different county hosts the biannual
meetings, with Rumania having been the
host in 2016 and Switzerland in 2017.
The first Swiss meeting was held in
Geneva in June. There is a Permanent
Office with executive staff in Berlin that
provides the IHRA secretariat and an
IHRA Fund located in Sweden that
makes grants.

ANTISEMITISM DEFINED
BUT CONTENTIOUS

Following discussions amongst almost
300 experts and policymakers from
member countries, the IHRA definition
of antisemitism resolution was adopted
at its Bucharest annual meeting on 26
May 2016. As there was previously no
internationally accepted authoritative
definition of antisemitism, this is a huge
step. The definition reads:
Antisemitism is a certain perception
of Jews, which may be expressed as
hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and
physical manifestations of antisemitism
are directed toward Jewish or nonJewish individuals and/or their property,
toward Jewish community institutions
and religious facilities.
The definition sets out examples that
include vilifications of Israel. This is
proving controversial, which is perhaps
why the definition is entitled a ‘nonlegally binding Working Definition of
Antisemitism’.
The resolution goes on to say that, ‘to
guide IHRA in its work, the following
examples may serve as illustrations:
Manifestations might include the
targeting of the State of Israel, conceived
as a Jewish collectivity. However,
criticism of Israel similar to that levelled
against any other country cannot be
regarded as antisemitic…
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Contemporary examples of antisemitism in
public life could include:
Accusing Jewish citizens are being
*more
loyal to Israel, or to the alleged
priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the
interests of their own nations.
the Jewish people their right
*to Denying
self-determination, e.g., by claiming
that the existence of a state of Israel is
a racist endeavour.
Applying double standards by requiring
*behaviour
not expected or demanded of
any other democratic nation.
Using the symbols and images
*associated
with classic antisemitism (e.g.,
claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel)
to characterise Israel or Israelis.
Drawing comparisons of contemporary
*Israeli
policy to that of the Nazis.

*

Holding Jews collectively responsible
for actions of the State of Israel.

That antisemitism could include these
speech acts means that they are not
necessarily so, and the definition
qualifies the examples by requiring that
their overall context be taken into
account. When the resolution was
presented there was strong debate.
Some member nations, including
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Ireland,
initially objected to the examples with
France suggesting that the examples be
included as an appendix. Due to the
efforts and diplomacy of the Rumanian
chair, Mihnea Constantinescu, the
resolution was finally adopted by
consensus, but on the basis that it would
not be legally binding on the individual
members of IHRA.
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ANTI-ZIONISM/-ISRAELISM/
SEMITISM - IS THERE A
DIFFERENCE?

The IHRA definition was condemned by
a resolution of the British University and
College Union (UCU), 21 April 2017, on
the eve of Jewish Holocaust
remembrance day. The UCU alleged that
the definition ‘conflates antisemitism
with criticism of the State of Israel and
has been used to intimidate academics’.
It urged members to report to the UCU
executive on ‘all repressive uses of the
IHRA definition’. British Jewish
Community representatives in turn, on
30 May this year, condemned the UCU
resolution as a disgrace.
The UCU claimed that the IHRA
definition would restrict free speech
critical of Israel, in breach of the UK
Human Rights Act, citing a legal opinion
by a British barrister. Hugh Tomlinson
QC was commissioned by the Palestine
Solidarity Campaign and other
members of the Israel boycott
movement. In turn, his opinion was
critiqued as ill-informed. The proPalestine movement for dismantling
Israel and its related campaign for
Boycott Divestment and Sanctions
against Israel have in the past, however,
successfully exerted pressure against
the Working Definition of antisemitism.
The IHRA definition has its origin is in
an earlier definition adopted by the
European Monitoring Centre on Racism
and Xenophobia, an agency of the
European Union, later called the EU
Fundamental Rights Agency. That EU
definition was adopted in 2005 but
unofficially dropped in 2013, for
undisclosed reasons. The reasons are
suspected to be to its conceding to
political ‘push back’ pressure for antiIsraelism not to be defined as antisemitism,
even in extreme and racist forms.
That now-defunct EU definition was its
second attempt. The first EU definition

focused on the intent of antisemitic
speech acts, an approach which resulted
in it being impractical and useless, as
pointed out by Kenneth Marcus in his
book on the definition of antisemitism.
The second attempt created an
‘international working definition’ that, in
contrast, was intended to be practically
applicable by government officials and
civil rights activists. It operates using
pertinent examples. This second attempt
EU is clearly reflected in the IHRA
‘working definition’. This time it does work.
There are clear overlaps between AntiZionism/-Israelism/semitism, even though
they are not identical. People inclined to
express the new antisemitism, now
articulated as a righteous hatred of all of
Israel, feel antagonised by the practical
applicability of the IHRA definition to them.
This is to be expected, as its examples
highlight their own antisemitism.

WHERE IS AUSTRALIA?

In addition to the 31 IHRA members, the
Working Definition has been adopted by
the European Parliament and the InterParliamentary Coalition for Combating
Antisemitism. However, there are
noteworthy absences among countries
that should be IHRA members, given
their relatively large Jewish populations:
Australia, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, South
Africa, and Ukraine.
Australia is the only stable democracy
in this group and is at least an IHRA
Observer, since July 2015. An Observer
country is one that has officially declared
its intention to join the IHRA as a
member. Other Observers are Albania,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria
(which has just applied for Liaison status
– the step before full membership), El
Salvador and the Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia, Moldova,
Monaco, Portugal, Turkey, Uruguay.
The process of applying for IHRA

membership is an elaborate one. First,
an applicant must prepare a Holocaust
training and research baseline study and
apply to become a Liaison Country. Then,
liaison involves, at a minimum, a yearlong approved program with an IHRA
Member that includes holding at least
two multilateral in-depth teacher
training courses, opening relevant
archives to researchers, establishing a
Holocaust memorial day, high level
commitments to Holocaust education,
and endorsing previous IHRA decisions,
as well as being a functional democracy.
The Australian Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade should be encouraged
to take steps to move Australia from
Observer to Liaison Country. The
government has had a representative at
each meeting since the plenary at
Debrecen, Hungary in November 2015,
together with the expert delegation, and
was again represented at the most
recent plenary held in Geneva, with
Switzerland the hosting country for
2017, represented by Angus ActonCavanough, the Second Secretary from
the Berlin Embassy. Once Australia
becomes a full member, it will endorse
the Working Definition of antisemitism.
Domestic adoption of the Working
Definition enables a line to be drawn
from the internationally recognised
definition of antisemitism to national
efforts to combat antisemitism at home.
Among IHRA Members, the United
Kingdom formally adopted the IHRA
Working Definition of Antisemitism as
domestic policy on 12 December 2016.
Austria announced on 25 April 2017
that the Austrian Council of Ministers
had decided to adopt the IHRA Working
Definition domestically ‘in order to
identify and combat antisemitism more
easily with the universally valid definition’.
Romania formally adopted the definition
25 May 2017. Within the USA, the State
Department, US Commission on Civil

Rights, and the University of California
have each adopted the definition.
Recognising that hostility to Jews is
intensifying
again,
international
momentum is building to adopt and
implement this authoritative definition of
antisemitism. But Australia, where are we?
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Review : The Anti-Israel Agenda
- Inside the Political War on the
Jewish State By Alex Ryvchin
(Gefen Publishing House, 2017)
Matthew Thorn

S

etting the bar high, Ryvchin succeeds
in
articulating
and
then
deconstructing the contemporary
anti-Israel agenda with the help of an
impressive panel of experts including Alan
Dershowitz, Colonel Richard Kemp, Alan
Johnson and Andrew Tucker. From their
diverse vantage points, the authors lucidly
shape a 3D model of this multifaceted beast,
before exposing the chinks in its armour.
Ryvchin begins by running the reader
through the logical yet miraculous story of
Jewish national restoration, before boldly
asserting that according to international law,
Israel is more legitimate that any other state.
The Anti-Israel Agenda’s overall contention
is that having failed to defeat Israel through
conventional warfare, the Palestinian
leadership has internationalised and
politicised the conflict through infiltrating
the world’s corridors of power. While the
book is mostly confined to the plight of the
Jewish nation and its short-term future, in
his introduction Ryvchin hints at—but does
not extrapolate—a broader significance of
the conflict: that “acceptance of the Jew will
not be complete until the national home of
the Jewish people is treated as equal
among the nations.” Implications of Jewish
national security for other nations is largely
left unexplored and is treated as beyond
the scope of this book.
In turn, The Anti-Israel Agenda tackles
ten strategic angles from which attacks on
Israel have been most crippling. These
angles can be divided into three
components: (1) events; (2) organisations;
and (3) tactics. An understanding of key
historical moments, the bodies most active
behind them, and strategies utilised will
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prove helpful to all readers in discerning the
rules for this new form of warfare. For
instance, Professor Gerald M. Sternberg’s
explanation of the “Halo effect” uncovers a
typical coalescence between components:
(1) The UN World Conference against
Racism held in Durban, South Africa in
2001 chaired by Mary Robinson was (2)
attended by over 1500 prominent NonGovernmental Organisations (NGO’s)
which (3) produced a comprehensive
battle plan (now known as the “Durban
Strategy”) for the ensuing NGO-led political
delegitimisation of Israel. By achieving
consensus on carefully crafted rhetoric of
human rights and international law, the
Durban Strategy spawned the Boycott,
Divestment, Sanctions (BDS) movement
which has fervently worked towards
political and economic isolation of Israel
ever since. As with many case examples
provided throughout the book, the Durban
Conference crumbled once it gained
enough momentum to invite external
scrutiny, with Mary Robinson confirming
reports of overt Jew-hatred by admitting
to the BBC that “there was horrible antiSemitism present.” However, by the time
international media had begun to publish
such criticisms, the demonisation of Israel
had already been effectively communicated
and widely received.
From the UN to American campuses,
Trade Unions to the Church, Governments
to Social Media: each expert explains the
process through which their area is
demonstrably vulnerable to infiltration by
radical groups. The underlying ideological,
political and theological motivations of such
groups are shown to be deeply intertwined

and far-reaching.
Stylistically, the book varies greatly
between chapters, as the reader is made
to rapidly shift their attention from the highly
political explanations of journalists to
anecdotal dialogue of Jewish community
leaders; from the dogmatic arguments of
acclaimed international lawyers to scholarly
exegeses of a theologian; and from the
broad, sweeping commentary of NGO
leaders to a precise report and blunt advice
of a military colonel. Yet, a common
narrative of the Anti-Israel Agenda slowly
develops: it is a model of well-established
ideological groups, who without an obvious
next crusade or freedom fight, have
glocalised their agenda into a narrative of
“Palestinian national liberation” in which
Israel is viewed as a colossal imperialist
power and the Palestinians as oppressed
and displaced victims. This simplification
has been enthusiastically received by the
hard-left, and is revealed to have seeped
into policy of the United Nations, state
governments, labour unions and student
bodies. While most of these bodies
eventually realise the mistakes they have
made and retract statements, positions and
policies, The Anti-Israel Agenda
demonstrates that the damage had already
been done. In this game, Hamas’ objectives
are no longer military success or a factbased and coherent narrative, but shortterm strategies which increasingly
delegitimise the state of Israel. It is not a
positive agenda, but a negative one, spurred
on by the solipsism of journalistic activism,
emotive social media posts and
unscrupulous policies.
Sharp and to the point, The Anti-Israel
Agenda examines ten angles from which
today’s Israel is most vulnerable. The rules
have
changed.
Ryvchin’s panel offers
an authoritative and
cohesive case for the
modern state of Israel,
one that will appeal to
open-minded people
who can be persuaded
by fact-based logic and
empirical arguments.

Review : The Tyranny of
Tolerance by Peter Kurti
(Connor Court Publishing and The Centre for Independent Studies, 2017)
Rabbi Benjamin Elton

T

he Reverend Peter Kurti spent the
first part of his career as an Anglican
Priest, culminating in eight years as
the Rector of St James’ King Street, before
he moved to the Centre for Independent
Studies to head the Religion and Civil
Society program. He brings a mind trained
in theology, law and philosophy and a soul
experienced in bringing religious and
pastoral care to the men and women of his
parish, to some of the most difficult
problems facing contemporary western
societies, including Australia.
We live in a democracy, where, within
limits, the majority should have its way.
However, we are also living in an age of
‘identity politics’, in which particular
minority groups assert their right to
certain allowances or privileges,
whatever the majority may think. To
deny them these privileges is held to be
offensive and illegitimate.
This issue was precisely embodied in
the case of Julian Porteous, Roman
Catholic Archbishop of Hobart, who
distributed a leaflet arguing against same
sex marriage entitled Don’t Mess with
Marriage, which became the subject of
complaint under Tasmania’s antidiscrimination laws. Porteous was doing
nothing more than putting forth the
traditional Catholic view of marriage, and
arguing that this should remain the secular
definition as well, which would rule out
same sex civil marriage in Australia. This
was seen to be outrageous by those who
brought the complaint.
The moves against Porteous begin to
look like the suppression of religious
freedom at the hands of ‘progressives’. At

the same time, ‘conservatives’ are
concerned about Muslim women wearing
a burqa, and the attempts to prevent it also
look like the curtailing of religious freedom.
This value now looks like it is under siege
from all quarters.
Kurti is worried about these developments.
Complaints such as those made against
Porteous have the potential to close down
democratic discourse, and silence anyone
who happens to disagree with people he
calls ‘minority fundamentalists’. He contends
that section 18C of the Racial Discrimination
Act 1975, and its prohibition on giving
offence on the basis of race, colour, national
or ethnic origin, could inhibit important
conversations about vital topics, such as the
integration of the Muslim community into
wider Australian society. Denying women the
right to wear a burqa is for him a form of
religious oppression.
From a Jewish perspective, we are lucky
that long-sought rights and privileges are
now granted to us by the majority culture
in most western countries. We can gather
for prayer and build synagogues, slaughter
our meat and circumcise our sons, conduct
religious marriages that are recognised
civilly and use the law of the land to
encourage or enforce religious divorces.
But we should remember that when
these rights were being fought for, as a
minority we caused concern, sometimes
even panic, among the majority. In Britain
in the run up to Jewish emancipation there
were claims that the Jews of London
wanted to turn St Paul’s Cathedral into a
synagogue. There was also a sense that
because we were a minority we should be
allowed to go so far, but no further: to

attend university but not take a degree; to
vote for a Member of Parliament but not
to be elected to it; to sit in the House of
Commons but not the House of Lords.
Majority concerns about advancing
minorities, whether Jews, LGBTIQ, Muslims,
indigenous Australians or anyone else, are
therefore not new.
What a properly functioning democratic,
liberal and diverse society needs is not the
ability to restrain others, although in some
measure that is essential, but the capacity
for self-restraint. When advocates of
traditional marriage puts their view, they
should do so in a way that is sensitive to
the real people this question affects.
Readers should restrain themselves from
making complaints under the law just
because they happen to disagree. We
should not seek to control what other
people wear (within the limits of safety,
public decency and other specific
considerations), whether it is more
concealing or more revealing than we
would choose for ourselves. Cartoonists
should refrain from publishing vile
depictions of members of minorities, and
minorities should only shout ‘racist’ or
‘antisemite’, when those terms are justified.
If that self-restraint takes place then
there will be an increase in trust, which is
an essential part of a complex society with
competing viewpoints. We can hope that
that will create a virtuous cycle in which
statutory protections such as 18C will be
less used and less needed, even though
in some form they will remain essential, in
case they are required. In such a society a
Catholic priest can argue against gay
marriage, and then let democracy take
its course. A Muslim woman can wear a
burqa without fear of abuse and we can
have
a
sensible
discussion on the
challenges
facing
Muslim communities in
Australia. As always with
the work that needs to
be done to strengthen
civil society, these are
not tasks for other
people, but for us.
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“Give Peace a Chance”
Dispatches from a study tour to Israel and the Palestinian Territories
Lynda Ben-Menashe, Jim Mein and Gael Kennedy

T

he Palestinian-Israeli-Arab conflict
remains one of the most
intractable disputes of modern
times. Four years ago, the Relations With
Other Faiths Committee of the NSW and
ACT Synod of the Uniting Church
approached the NSW Jewish Board of
Deputies and the Inner West Chavurah
(a local Jewish community group in the
inner west of Sydney) to establish a
dialogue focused on the conflict.
The purpose of the dialogue was to build
relationships, improve understanding of
the complexities of the conflict, synthesise
a pro-Palestine, pro-Israel, pro-peace
perspective and produce some concrete
results, such as joint statements, resources
and project work.
It took over a year to establish the
principles of dialogue, ground rules and
questions, after which followed two years
of Christians and Jews meeting monthly
in each other’s homes to share a meal and
lively discussion. After 18 months it was
agreed that a joint visit to the Middle East
was essential, to see for themselves what
life was like for people on the ground.
So in January this year, 22 Christians
and Jews toured Israel and the
Palestinian Territories together. These
were the original Dialogue team
members plus other community lay and
religious leaders from the Uniting
Church, the NSW Jewish Board of
Deputies and the Inner West Chavurah.
The study tour was facilitated by
‘Breaking Bread Journeys’, a joint
Palestinian-Israeli tour company that
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builds bridges through their tailor-made
tours, immersing travelers in the culture
and politics of the region through unique
“breaking bread” experiences.
Visits were made to sites in East and
West Jerusalem (including the Temple
Mount, Al Aqsa Mosque, the Golden Dome,
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the
Wailing Wall and Yad Vashem), Ramallah,
Bethlehem (including Aida Refugee camp),
Hebron, Nablus, the new Palestinian town
of Rawabi, the Anzac Memorial near Gaza,
Sderot, the Erez Crossing near Gaza, the
Sea of Galilee and Tel Aviv.
The participants heard from over 50
high profile and grass roots speakers
representing a wide range of perspectives
on the conflict. Some of these were:
Dr Rami Hamdallah, the Prime Minister
of Palestine
David Keyes, Spokesperson for the
Prime Minister of Israel
Dr Mustafa Barghouti, Palestinian
political leader and presidential candidate
Dr Yossi Beilin, one of the architects of
the Oslo Accords and a former minister in
the governments of Yitzhak Rabin, Shimon
Peres and Ehud Barak.
Track 1 Israeli and Palestinian
peace negotiators Tal Becker and
Mohammad Shtayyeh
The co-founder and co-director of
Combatants for Peace, Suleiman Khatib
The co-founder of EcoPeace,
Gidon Bromberg
Ali Abu Awwad, the founder of Al Tariq
(The Way), which promote strategies for
non-violent resistance and empowerment

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

to Palestinians and Roots (a dialogue
group between Palestinians and Israelis
including settlers)
A mother from the Israeli town bordering
Gaza who advocates for peace and coexistence
Palestinian and Israeli fathers from The
Parents Circle - Families Forum (PCFF)
Israeli volunteers from Road to Recovery,
who provide daily transport for sick
Palestinians from Gaza to hospitals in Israel

*
*
*

The impact of the tour was remarkable.
All 22 people came back different, the
majority describing it as profound, moving
and one of the most intense experiences
of their lives. Here are personal reflections
from Jim Mein, former Moderator of the
Uniting Church Synod of NSW & ACT and
Gael Kennedy, Chair of the NSW Jewish
Board of Deputies Community Relations
Committee.

JIM MEIN:

The Uniting Church is significantly
committed to interfaith dialoguing, both
from a comparative theological study but
also to learn more of the struggles of other
faiths in a troubled world. We particularly
welcomed the chance of a lifetime to
experience current day life in Palestine and
Israel as an important part of the journey
with the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies,
with whom we have struggled on some of
the related issues.

Our dialogue journey has been
enriching as we built up trust to be able to
listen, hear, share and challenge each other
in a mutually respectful environment. Our
tour was exhilarating, exhausting, complex
and challenging. The choices of our 55
speakers on the tour reflected our Uniting
Church way of hearing a diversity of
viewpoints to better understand the
extents of conflicts.
The most significant impact was a
general transformation because for many
it was the first time they heard the “other’s”
narrative and saw and experienced the
enormous disparities of life whereby each
sees themselves as the victim and the
other as the villain.
Building community harmony and
social inclusion are important to
peacemaking. The discernment of the
study tour from hearing the many nongovernment organisations (NGOs) was
that there is much grass roots hope and
encouragement for peace. So many are
pursuing bi-partisan, non-violent
pathways. Unfortunately, political
leaders on both “sides” are promoting
fear of the other and seemingly hiding
the initiatives of the NGOs.
Another concern is the peace making
possibilities. Our meetings with Palestinian
and Israeli “Track 1” peacemakers
produced two of the most impacting
speakers, Tal Becker and Yossi Belin. Of
interest to Uniting Church members in
particular were their reflections on the
absence of religious and women leaders
and the difficulty of transporting two
traumatised peoples to a peaceful
outcome without the normally expected
of retribution.
The disparity of power between the
Palestinians and Israelis provoked
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considerable dialogue throughout the tour.
Coupled with the many narratives we
heard and saw, we continue to struggle
with the injustices experienced particularly
by the Palestinians with the separation
security walls, restrictions on their
movements around the regions, very high
unemployment, disparate power and
water supplies and refugee camps. We
heard the reasons for these, but solutions
must be found for greater human equality
in the region.
The Uniting Church has on occasions
ruffled Jewish feathers, but we now better
understand the essential need for dialogue
with each other before surprise public
statements are made by the Church. This
way of dialoguing is essential to our
deepening relationship,

GAEL KENNEDY:

The tour was a unique, exciting and
challenging experience, made possible
because of the years of frank and honest
dialogue with the Uniting Church
leadership about Israel, Palestine and
the conflict.
The itinerary was planned jointly, seeking
to make sure there was plenty of
representation from both Palestinian and
Israeli voices, from high-level leadership to
grass roots organisations.
Unlike many tours or missions this
wasn’t an ‘echo chamber’ experience,
where speakers and sites are curated and
organised in such a way as to reinforce the
perspectives already held by participants.
This meant it was unsettling and a
challenge for every one of us.
We all came with our various
preconceived ideas which were quickly
tossed in the air, and what emerged
instead was a deeper understanding of the

enormous complexities and range of
multiple narratives and perspectives that
make up the conflict: from Israeli,
Palestinian, Christian, Jewish, Muslim,
secular, religious, Left, Right positions and
from high level political spin, to personal,
from the heart, ‘tell it like it is’ conversations.
It was 12 days spent slicing into the vast
jigsaw puzzle of the conflict, where
everyone we met had their own truth and
perspective on both the causes and the
prospects of peace that needed to be
understood, not rejected. It was far
removed from the black and white
positions that are easy to maintain here in
Australia, no matter whether you are proIsrael or are pro-Palestinian, and makes
simply blaming the other side as loudly as
possible, seem empty and futile.
Nevertheless in the midst of this great
complexity, where there is, without doubt,
a great power imbalance, and where so
many people feel very real fear and hostility
from the ‘other side’, we saw inspiring
pointers to peace in the future.
These were the joint Israeli and
Palestinian NGOs, where despite
hardship and personal suffering, people
have come together intent on building
peace bottom up, no longer content to
wait for their leaders.
Organisations such as the (Bereaved)
Parents Circle– Family Forum, Combatants
for Peace, Eco-Peace and Roads to
Recovery seemed like beacons, showing
us how people on both sides can move
beyond the spiral of killing, blame, fear,
revenge and hate to work together prosolution/pro-peace.
We also met Palestinian and Israeli
grass root community leaders, for example,
Ali Abu Awwad, who spoke of a movement
for non-violent Palestinian empowerment,

of peace building with neighbouring
settlers, moving beyond the ‘victim/
oppressor/blame the other side’ mindset,
and Hila, a farmer and mother living in
Moshav Netiv Ha’asara right on the Gaza
border, who declared she can’t have peace
until her neighbours in Gaza can too.
So back here in Australia what’s the
best way we can respond to the conflict?
For me it’s not to fall into the trap of despair,
hopelessness or cynicism, or to feel a
victim of local pro-Palestinian activity.
Rather, the United Church and Jewish tour
group have chosen to put our energy into
supporting the work of joint Israeli/

Palestinian NGOs such as Eco Peace,
which works to solve water and
environmental issues across borders in
Israel, Jordan and the Palestinian
territories, creating practical solutions and
local and regional cooperation through its
work with politicians, mayors, local
government, and tens of thousands of
school children and parents.
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We can’t move forward
without recognizing the past

ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT SINCE ALAN DERSHOWITZ’S,
“THE CASE FOR ISRAEL” – Governor Mike Huckabee

”

World Jewish Restitution Organisation
Jerusalem Post

R

estitution for Holocaust survivors
is not just a Jewish or Israeli issue,
was the oft-repeated message of
Gideon Taylor, chairman of operations at
the World Jewish Restitution Organization,
to The Jerusalem Post this week as the
group works to internationalize the
subject and make relevant countries
compensate survivors.
“This isn’t just about property, it’s also
about history,” Taylor asserted in an
interview with the Post on Sunday at the
Royal Beach Hotel in Tel Aviv. “We believe
that pressing this argument with
countries is about recognizing what
happened... that the home belonged to
someone. It is about recognizing history.
It’s an issue of morality and justice.”
There are several types of restitution,
ranging from the returning of communal
property to the Jewish community; private,
unclaimed or property with no heirs; and
financial support for needy survivors.
The Terezin Declaration, approved by 47
countries at the conclusion of the 2009
Holocaust Era Assets Conference in
Prague, announced a program of activities
geared toward ensuring assistance,
redress and remembrance for victims of
Nazi persecution.
“That was a big push because it said
that there’s an international consensus,”
said Taylor. “In the last few years, there has
been a renewed effort because of followon from the declaration and the sense that
– as survivors are aging and soon we will

live in a world where there won’t be any
left – it’s time to make a renewed push.”
A day after his interview with the Post
representatives of more than 20 countries
on Monday signed a declaration pledging
to increase support for Holocaust
survivors and their families who are
seeking the return of stolen WWII property.
“Our focus is on Europe... so it’s very
important to us to gain support from the
European Union,” he said.
The World Jewish Restitution
Organization had approached European
Parliament members with the declaration
following a conference on the issue held
in Brussels in May, where Parliament
President Antonio Tajani urged European
countries to step up efforts to ensure the
return of seized property and possessions.
The organization considers Israel a
crucial partner in its efforts.
In May, President Reuven Rivlin hosted
an even to raise awareness of the issue at
which he said: “We always say: ‘Crime
doesn’t pay.’ But for many people the
crimes of the Holocaust did pay. We cannot
allow this. The property must be returned.
In addition, time is running out – fewer
than 400,000 survivors are alive today
The issue is biggest in Poland,
the heartland of Jewish Europe before
the Holocaust.
“In Poland, it affects both Jews and nonJews– the confiscations took place by the
Communists,” said Taylor, indicating that
in meetings with Polish officials the World

Jewish
Restitution
Organization
emphasizes the fact that it is a Polish issue.
“If Poland wants to move forward
in today’s world... you can’t move
forward without addressing issues of
the past,” he said.
Earlier this year, legislation went into
effect in Warsaw providing a six month
framework for people to seek restitution
of property.
Taylor cited Serbia as an example of a
country that has acknowledged the
historical importance of restitution.
World Jewish Restitution Organization
representatives approached Serbian
officials several years ago, indicating that
the state had not addressed the issue of
property with no apparent heirs, to which
the state usually is entitled.
“But our principle is that this is different,”
said Taylor. Serbia agreed and passed
legislation last year to return property and
to help Holocaust survivors and the native
Jewish community.
“Their acknowledgment that this was a
historical issue was most profound – they
see this in moral terms.
It wasn’t a legal issue for them,” said Taylor,
who indicated that the World Jewish
Restitution Organization is holding similar
negotiations with the Hungarian government.
“We have one last small window while
the survivors are still with us,” he said.
“It’s difficult many years after the fact, but
we can’t move forward without
addressing the past.”

CHILLING,
ESSENTIAL
READING
– New York Post

”

Outstanding,
well-reasoned
exposé that
strikes at
the rotten heart
of the anti-Israel
movement
- Brendan O’Neill, author and
editor of Spiked

”
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We need to talk about the
Balfour Declaration
Toby Greene
First published in the Summer Edition of the Fathom Journal

2

017 is the hundredth anniversary of
the Balfour Declaration, the British
government’s letter of support for
the establishment of a Jewish homeland
in Palestine. Toby Greene argues that
Britain should use the spotlight to promote
a positive vision for the future, using a
vocabulary that is sensitive to the
conflicting emotions on both sides of the
dispute, and ‘it’s best endeavours’ to
improve the chances of the pragmatists
who recognise that two national homes is
the only way to reconcile the demands of
two nations, and end a century of conflict.
Prime Minister Theresa May declared
at a speech to the Conservative Friends
of Israel on 12 December that this year’s
centenary of the Balfour Declaration
would be marked by Britain ‘with pride’.
This sets out an important marker for
how Britain will handle an anniversary
which, let’s face it, must look to many in
Whitehall like one big headache. Not a
word can be spoken about the document
– which left indelible British fingerprints all
over the Jewish-Arab struggle in the
Middle East – without angering someone,
or several million someones. Ministers
could be forgiven for wanting to hide under
the bed until it’s all over.
But the anniversary, and Britain’s
historical legacy, cannot be avoided. For
Jews around the world the Balfour
Declaration, and its role laying the
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groundwork for the establishment of Israel,
is something to be celebrated with pride.
Whilst for the Arab and wider Islamic world,
and for Palestinians in particular, the
Balfour Declaration is a mark of shame
against the British. The Palestinian
Authority has threatened to sue Britain for
its ‘crime’, and anti-Zionist campaigners
will seek to tar Zionism, once again, with
the brush of imperialism and colonialism.
How then should British politicians and
leaders handle this thorny subject this
year? What is a reasonable and balanced
way to relate to, and talk about, the Balfour
Declaration one hundred years on?
Millions of words have been written, and
millions more will be written, about what
the Balfour Declaration was about from a
British perspective, seen through the
lenses of Britain’s ambivalent relationship
with its imperial and colonial past.
What British leaders across the
spectrum need to recall in the face of the
conflicting emotions of Jews and
Palestinians and their respective
supporters, is what the Balfour
Declaration means for the nations whose
destiny it has touched.
For Jews, the Balfour Declaration is part
of its narrative of salvation. Simply put,
hundreds of thousands of Jews who fled
from Europe to Palestine in the 1920s
and 1930s, and their descendants, owe
their lives to it. The family members they

left behind perished in the Shoah
(Holocaust). For Jews it is the 1939 White
Paper, in which Britain cancelled its
commitment to a Jewish national home,
all but halted Jewish immigration, and
closed off one of the last escape routes
from the Europe, that is the mark of British
betrayal and shame. These events touched
most Jewish families in Britain in one way
or another.
Not only did the creation of the Jewish
national home provide a refuge for
hundreds of thousands of Jews before the
war, but it enabled the establishment of
the State of Israel after the war. For Jews,
Israel’s establishment – restoring Jewish
sovereignty in what Jews consider their
historic homeland – was the anti-Shoah,
giving Jewish identity a positive future.
By understanding this, it can it be
appreciated how clankingly offensive the
demands for Britain to apologise for the
Balfour Declaration are for Jews. Though
perhaps understandable from Palestinians,
from others it reflects a conspicuous
disdain for Jewish sensitivities and Jewish
history. It is no surprise that a recent
Parliamentary event launching a ‘Balfour
Apology Campaign’ became a shameful
forum for antisemitic bluster.
That said, everyone who cares about
Israel must also recognise that the
process that created the State of Israel
– the Jewish narrative of salvation – is for

Palestinians their narrative of
catastrophe, or ‘Nakba’. The extent to
which the declaration is responsible for
their loss is open to historical debate, but
the loss and suffering of the Palestinian
people is undeniable.
This is the minefield that Britain must
navigate, and a notable gap has already
emerged between Number 10 and the
Foreign Office. May’s commitment to mark
the anniversary with pride jars with the
position taken by Middle East Minister
Tobias Elwood in a recent Parliamentary
debate, in which he declared that Britain
will mark the centenary, but ‘will neither
celebrate nor apologise’.
Certainly the answer for British
representatives is not to attempt to
retrospectively rewrite the Balfour
declaration, as Elwood awkwardly
appeared to do in that debate, stating that
the Balfour Declaration should have
asserted the political (rather than only civil
and religious) rights of the non-Jewish
communities in Palestine.
Redrafting a century-old letter to
assuage today’s political sensitivities can
only distort the historical picture. Rather
than rewrite the past, Britain should use
the spotlight to increase understanding of
it, and promote a positive vision for the
future, using a vocabulary that is sensitive
to the conflicting emotions on both sides
of the dispute.
At the time of the Balfour Declaration,
the idea of a Jewish nation state divided
Jews, after the Holocaust, it united them.
According to a 2015 survey of British
Jews conducted by City University, ‘The
vast majority of our respondents support
its right to exist as a Jewish state (90 per
cent), express pride in its cultural and
scientific achievements (84 per cent), see

it as a vibrant and open democracy (78
per cent) and say that it forms some part
of their identity as Jews (93 per cent).’ No
wonder that the Balfour Declaration, and
the British role in laying the groundwork
for the State of Israel is something that
British Jews want to celebrate with pride.
But equally, it is little wonder that this is
something that Palestinians and their
supporters want to denigrate. At this
moment the Palestinian voice and
narrative should also be heard.
Reconciling these voices however,
cannot be done in the past. That is why
Britain should take the opportunity of the
spotlight to speak about the future. The
Balfour Declaration was a statement of
aspiration. It declared what Britain viewed
with favour, and what it would use its best
endeavours to bring about. What should
Britain view with favour today?
Firstly, that with Israel’s establishment,
centuries of Jewish homelessness and
persecution have ended; that Israel is
democratic, affirms the rights of nonJewish citizens, and is an extraordinary
engine for creativity; and that it has a
fruitful relationship with Britain based on
shared interests and values.
But Britain should also view with
favour– indeed reaffirm with vigour– the
urgency of establishing a Palestinian
state that would afford long overdue selfdetermination, due dignity, and economic
and political opportunity to the
Palestinian people.
Perhaps most importantly, it should
affirm that these goals are mutually
reinforcing. The surest way to secure
Israel’s future as a Jewish national home
– in terms of demography, security, and
legitimacy – is through the creation of a
separate Palestinian state. Many Israeli

politicians, including at times Prime
Minister Netanyahu, have acknowledged
this. At the same time, a conflict ending
agreement will require the Palestinians to
agree to a refugee solution that is
consistent with two states – two ‘national
homes’ – for two peoples, and does not
undermine Israel’s Jewish character.
Yet Britain must also recognise that
today, it does not have the power to carve
borders in the desert and create states
with the stroke of a pen on a Sunday
afternoon. Those with the power to
determine the fate of the Jewish national
home and the Palestinian national home
for the generations to come are the two
populations themselves. In that respect, all
peoples can draw inspiration from what
the Zionist movement achieved. The
Balfour Declaration created the
opportunity, but it was the endeavour of
the Jews themselves who built the
groundwork for what many had previously
thought impossible, a fully sovereign
Jewish state. Seeing a piece of paper turn
into a living state is an invitation to all
peoples, Israelis and Palestinians alike, to
become authors of their own destinies.
The future will be shaped by Israelis and
Palestinians. Britain should use ‘its best
endeavours’ to improve the chances of the
pragmatists among them, who recognise
that two national homes is the only way
to reconcile the demands of two nations,
and end a century of conflict.
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IN PICTURES
ECAJ IMPACT
A sample of our leadership and advocacy
- at home and abroad.

ECAJ Immediate Past President Robert Goot AM SC (right)
with Yosi Tal and the Hon Ed Husic, Federal Member for Chifley

ECAJ Public Affairs Director Alex Ryvchin with Irwin Cotler and
MK Isaac Herzog in New York at the launch of Ryvchin’s book

Robert Goot addressing the 15th Plenary Assembly
of the World Jewish Congress

ECAJ Executive Director Peter Wertheim addressing
the Parliamentary Inquiry into Establishing a
Modern Slavery Act in Australia

ECAJ Public Affairs Director Alex Ryvchin on i24 News
in New York discussing recent violence in Israel

ECAJ Research Officer Julie Nathan (left) at an interfaith dialogue
with the Uniting Church of Australia

ECAJ President Anton Block with Australia’s
new ambassador to Israel, Chris Cannan
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The Executive Council of Australian
Jewry is proud to support this event

SUNDAY 17 SEPTEMBER 2017 2.00PM
ARTS CENTRE MELBOURNE, HAMER HALL
Harry Sdraulig – Crossway for Orchestra – World Premiere
Mark Shiell – conductor
Elena Kats-Chernin – Flute Concerto Night and Now
Sally Walker – flute
Dmitri Shostakovich – Symphony No. 13 Babi Yar
Adrian Tamburini – bass-baritone

Tickets – From $35 (Concession from $30, Under 16 from $25)
Book online via www.artscentremelbourne.com.au or call 1300 182 183
ZELMAN
SYMPHONY
Principal Partner

Maestro Partner

Zelman Memorial Symphony Orchestra Inc. Reg. A0031942K

Event Partner

